ANNUAL GLEE MEET IS SCHEDULED FOR NEXT FRIDAY NITE

The Progress of the Trail

This issue marks the end of a very successful journalistic year in the history of the student newspaper. We mark the beginning of a new year, which we hope will be successful as well.

The work of Elberton Stark, retired editor-in-chief, we have only paid tribute to in previous issues. Between the two, there has been steady improvement in the student newspaper. We hope that the new students will continue this improvement.
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Also, we Specialize In creatures which live in the ponds every phase of human behavior. The subject was received a very clever treatment by ABEAD.

"The subject for tonight is the "Easterly Winds.""

A New York fact finder was at the Coliseum Tuesday night and wrote:

"Beecham, as"

Mr. J. H. Jackman, director of publicity for the Coliseum, said today that "Beecham" is the best show the Coliseum has ever seen. The play is about the life of a young woman who is gifted with the ability to communicate with bees.

The play is directed by Sir John Gielgud and is currently on tour throughout the United States. The cast includes several well-known actors, including Hilary Goodbody and Jasper Conran.

The play is set in the 18th century and is based on a true story. The story is about a young girl who is able to speak to bees and is later captured and taken to a beehive.

The show has been well received by critics and audiences alike. The performances are highly praised, and the play is considered a masterpiece of modern theatre.

The show is currently running at the Coliseum and will continue touring for the next few months. Tickets are available at the box office or online through the official website.

For more information, visit the official website of the Coliseum or contact the theatre directly.
With the SPORTS EDITOR

April 15 marks the end of the May flower season. What are you doing this week that will enhance your appreciation of the natural world?

The May flowers have been in bloom all over the city, filling the air with their sweet fragrance. What are your favorite flowers and why?

The stadium is hosting its first track meet of the season, with golden yellow tulips blooming outside the grandstands. Where will you be watching the meet?
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The stadium is hosting its first track meet of the season, with golden yellow tulips blooming outside the grandstands. Where will you be watching the meet?
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102 Union.

Bellingham

Let's Beat

Bellingham

SAW YOUR BRITISH SHOES

TAKEN AT PUGET SOUND

UNIFORM WHO ADVERTISE

THAT THEY ARE BEST QUALITY.

REMEMBER TO CARRY YOUR APPRECIATION FOR MONEY'S WORTH, BUT YOU ARE SHOWING YOUR APPRECIATION FOR ALL THE MIGHTY WAREHOUSE OF FINESSE.

It was a popular way to spend an afternoon among the students.

THE MERCHANTS WHO ADVERTISE IN THE TRAIL ARE OF A UNIFORM HIGH CHARACTER AND THE COMMODITIES THAT THEY ADVERTISE ARE OF THE BEST QUALITY.

THEY ARE SHOWING THEIR APPRECIATION FOR YOUR BUSINESS.

BY PATRONIZING THESE MERCHANTS YOU ARE NOT ONLY INCURRING YOURSELF OBLIGATIONS NO MORE THAN THE PROPORTION OF YOUR MONEY, WORTHY, BUT YOU ARE ALSO SHOWING YOUR APPRECIATION FOR THE SUPPORT THEY ARE GIVING TO THE TRAIL.